Solarshield
5 Year UV Warranty
Absolute Trade Supplies Pty Ltd (ATS) warrants that the product SOLARSHIELD®, for a
period of Five (5) years from the date of purchase, will not fail* as a result of ULTRA VIOLET
exposure. In the unlikely event of a claim, ATS will, at their discretion, replace or reimburse
the entire purchase amount.
The warranty deals only with the replacement of the defective material and does not cover or
recognize any expense associated with the installation or removal of the SOLARSHIELD®
from any Structure. No claim consequential loss or damage will be considered.
Note: SOLARSHIELD® fabric is a woven coated, UV stabilized Polyfabric made from High
Density Polyethylene. The material is resistant to most Alkalis and solvents. However any
agricultural chemicals containing sulphur and/or halogens (chlorine, bromine etc) may attack
the UV stabilisers within the SOLARSHIELD®, thus reducing the life of the product, and
negating the warranty. It is recommended that the end user, check with their agricultural
chemical supplier before using any chemicals that may come into contact with the
SOLARSHIELD®.
* “Failure” is Defined as a loss of tensile and /or tear strength exceeding:
30% after 1 year
35% after 2 years
40% after 3 years
45% after 4 years
50% after 5 years.

Claims Procedure:
In the unlikely event of a claim, Absolute Trade Supplies Pty Ltd must be notified before any
agreement or commitment is made to any other party. Absolute Trade Supplies Pty Ltd are
committed to handling claims promptly, but in any case where doubt may exist as to the cause
of the failure, they reserve the right to use independent testing laboratories to assist with
determining such cause.
Where material breakdown is alleged, a sample of the defective material (at least one square
metre in size) should be provided to Absolute Trade Supplies for an independent laboratory
assessment.

